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Mixture models are a widespread tool for modeling various and complex
probability density functions. In this talk, I will present various methods for
simplifying mixtures of Exponential families distributions. Exponential families
are an ubiquitous class of probability density functions which embed many usual
distributions such as Gaussian, Dirichlet, binomial, Beta, Gamma and many
others. This general framework allows to clusterize a mixture model with the
Bregman k-means algorithm (using the bijection between Exponential families
and Bregman divergences, the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two members
of the same exponential family is a Bregman divergence between the natural
parameters of the two distribution).

Simplifying a mixture is interesting when the number of components is too
high to efficiently compute usual operations on distributions such the Kullback-
Leibler divergence or simply the evaluation of the density at some point. This is
particularly useful for Kernel Density Estimators (also known as Parzen windows
estimators) where we get one component for each point of the dateset or in the
case where we already have a mixture model get by Expectation-Maximization
algorithm and do not want to rebuild a simpler model with this expensive iter-
ative algorithm (or simply because the original data are missing).

In the first part, we shall present generic results about Exponential families,
definition, Legendre transform, various forms of parametrization and associated
Bregman divergence. These preliminary notions will serve to introduce the Breg-
man hard clustering algorithm for simplification of mixtures.

In the second part, we shall focus on specific results on Gaussian Mixture
Models. Even if less generic than mixtures of Exponential families, this is still
the most used kind of mixtures due to its capability to efficiently approximate
arbitrary distributions (and due to the lack of widespread implementation of
learning algorithm for other kinds of distributions). Using the Fisher-Rao diver-
gence and associated centroids, we exploit the underlying hyperbolic geometry of
Gaussian distribution to simplify mixtures. Since these centroids are not known
in closed-form, we rather adopt a close approximation that bears the name of
hyperbolic model centroid and show its efficiency in simplification applications.

Since an iterative may be too slow in time critical application, we introduce a
one-step clustering method which consists simply in removing the iterative part
of a k-means and taking only the first step of the computation. This method
is shown experimentally to achieve the same approximation quality (in term of



log-likelihood) at the cost of a little increase in the number of components of the
mixtures.
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